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WHO WE ARE

A strategic consulting
partner for businesses
who want to transform,
innovate and grow
through digital.

WE ARE

DIGITALTRANSFORMATION

WHAT WE DO.

DIGITALEXPERIENCE

DIGITALINNOVATION

DIGITALINNOVATION

DIGITALTRANSFORMATION

DIGITALEXPERIENCE

Setting enterprise digital vision

Creating brand & digital customer experience

Defining digitalinnovation strategy

Benchmarking current digital maturity

Customer insight, journeys & experience design

Design & development of digital product

Defining digital transformation business case

Digital partnership advisory & execution

Rapid prototyping & testing

Establishing digital transformation roadmap

Global digitalchange programs

Open Innovation advisory

Developing tech stack & systems integration strategy

Enterprise technology and martech platforms

AI, IoT, Gaming,AR/VR/MR

Aligning the enterprise

Data & analytics consulting & implementation

Big Data strategy & integration

How do we
make the
business case
for digital
investment?

How do we
increase our
digital
capabilities to
drive growth &
performance?

What is the
optimal digital
organization
design for my
business?

How do we
transform our
marketing
capability &
operating model?

How do wegrow
our brands and
business in the
face of digital
disruption?

How do we use
digital to pivot or
futureproof our
business model
& marketing?

How do we
successfully
scale digital
innovation?

Which new
technologies do
we need integrate
for digital growth?

What is the right
digitalinnovation
approach for us?
Mobile? AR/VR?
New Digital
Product?

How do wecreate
an omni-channel
strategy across
LOBs, Sales,
Service &
Marketing?

How do wedevelop
a roadmap
that reflects the
right digital
priorities?

What will our
products &
services look like
in 5 years?
10 years?

How can we
leveragepartners
for digital
competitive
advantage?

What should our
digitalecosystem
look like?
(Platforms
Partners,
Products,
Services)

How do wedesign
new digital
customer
experience in the
first 100days?

What is our AI&
MachineLearning
strategy?

WE HELP
CLIENTS
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COMPLEX
QUESTIONS
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OUR POINT OF VIEW

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
10 YEARS ON
A decade into the Digital Transformation movement,
businesses are still grappling with it.
Digital Transformation held the promise of new
relevance, and for the brands bold enough to pursue it,
growth was the reward.
A decade later, the promise of Digital Transformation
has been realized for some businesses. But more often
than not, disruptors have outmaneuvered incumbents.
(They had a digital advantage from day one).

For many of the world’s best brands and businesses,
this creates an existential threat: either transform for
the digital world, or become irrelevant.

We can help.

COMMON
, COMPLEX
OBSTACLES

Digital = Everywhere,Everything
Limitless Partner Options
New, HigherCustomer Expectations
All Categories Being Digitally Disrupted
Business Case Not Always Clear

Transformation Journey Dynamic & Fluid
Digital Change ManagementEssential

Siloed Enterprise Stakeholders

CHANGEHAPPENS
FASTERTHAN
BUSINESSESADAPT
While more than half of executives rate their
own digital IQas strong…
…only 5%of businesses feel they have
achieved any real differentiation through digital

The #1 reason more
than half of the
Fortune 500 have
disappeared since the
year 2000: failure to
achieve digital change.

ALOT TOGAIN
& EVERYTHING
TOLOSE

+26%

higher profit among
companies undertaking
digital transformation than
their industrypeers

-40%
Sources: Global Center for Digital Business Transformation; June 2015. CapGemini Consulting &
MIT Sloan School of Management, The Digital Advantage, 2014. State of Digital Transformation,
Altimeter 2016; Digital Transformation In The Age Of The Customer, Forrester / Accenture

share of market leaders
expected to fall out of the top 10
in their industries due to digital
disruption over the next 5 years

Digital Transformation opens new paths
to growth by leveraging digital
technologies, trends, operating structures
and business models.

But, it’s not all about technology
WHAT IS DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION?

It’s about making brandsmatter.
It’s about superior customerexperience.
That’s what drives growth.

DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION
10 YEARSON
WHEREMOST
BUSINESSESSIT
TODAY

1. Getting there

Moving up the digital
maturity curve and creating
real business growth

2. Activity without outcomes
Investing heavily but not
delivering a clear path to
value

3. Stuck at the starting line

Fear, uncertainty anddoubt
leading to inertia

OURDIFFERENCE

DIGITAL MAKES BRANDSMATTER
In a world where customers and brands move seamlessly and rapidly
between many physical and virtual environments, every single brand
behavior, experience and expression has the potential to create brand
value (or destroy it).
At Ogilvy, we combine an unmatched understanding of brands with
deep digital expertise in content, experience design, human behavior,
data, media, technology, commerce and innovation
Because brands are nowdefined by whatthey do, not whatthey say,
they must create and spark interactions both individually and
universally. Personal interactions. Relevant interactions. Useful
interactions. Shareable interactions. This digital currency is how
brands create value now.
In the digital world, no less than the real world, Ogilvy makesbrands
more valuable to people and people more valuable to brands.

BrandZ Strong Brands Portfolio vs. S&P 500 vs. MSCI World Index

BRAN

D
EQUALS
INVESTMENT
HIGHER
PERFORMANCE

+124.9%

+82.1%

+34.9%
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2011
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Source: BrandZ / Millward Brown
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SERVICE MODELS
INTERACTIONS
STORIES
NEW PRODUCTS
BUSINESS MODELS
TARGETING
APPLICATIONS

INNOVATION IN ALL
THINGS
SERVICE MODELS
INTERACTIONS
STORIES
NEW PRODUCTS
BUSINESS MODELS
TARGETING
APPLICATIONS

"The last, best experience that
anyone has anywherebecomes
the minimum expectation for
the experiences they want
everywhere.”

Paul Papas,
IBM

Brand

OU
R
TRANSFORMATION
EDGE

CustomerExperience

Many consultants begin Digital Transformation efforts
focused on technology and the promise of Efficiency.
EmployeeExperience

OgilvyRED begins every Digital Transformation with
a focus on Brand, Customer Experience, and the
drive for Growth.

Technology

MAKIN
G
CONNECTION
S ACROSS
THE
DIGITA
L
ECOSYSTEM

Enterprise &
Ecosystem

Digital enhances thecapability and
performance of business development,
sales and delivery channels.

Digital strengthens brand and
improves customer engagement

Brand and
customer equity built by
connecting the enterprise to
the customer.
Superior customer experience
the result of transforming
employee, sales and delivery
channels.

IMPROVE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
Employees
& Channels

Digital drives operational effectiveness to deliver
on brand promise tocustomers

Customers

1. When you know where you are going you’ll get
there faster. Digital Transformation requires a
FUTURE VISION.

OU
R GUIDING
PRINCIPLES

2. Digital Transformation works best from the
BRAND & CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE back not
from the technology forward
3. Expectations for your brand and business are
being set by everyone but you. Only roadmaps
that can ADAPTsucceed.
4. It’s more powerful (and more difficult) to
CHANGE CULTURE than it is to change your
tech stack.

OURAPPROACH

8-Part Approach to
Digital Transformation
BENCHMARK
DIGITAL
MATURITY

SETDIGITAL
VISION
& STORY

1

2
DEVELOP
DIGITAL
SPRINTS

5

DESIG
N
TRANSFORMATION
GOVERNANCE

6

DEFINE
TRANSFORMATION
PRIORITIES

3

CREATE
TRANSFORMATION
ROADMAP

4

CRAFTCULTURAL
CHANGEPROGAM

7

8

ESTABLISH
INNOVATION
PLAN
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SETDIGITAL
VISIO
N&
STORY

1

For the board, the C-suite, every employee,
and stakeholder, a narrative that:
INSPIRES (WHY TRANSFORM?)
ARTICULATES (WHAT IS OUR ROLE IN THE FUTURE?)
DEMONSTRATES COMMITMENT (HOW TO TRANSFORM?)
CREATING AN ENDURING NARRATIVE THAT
MOVESPEOPLE, is the single most important
element to a successful digital transformation.

85%
of CEOs will say they are
in a digital transformation,
but only 10% can describe
what that is

32

5

ADVANCED

2

BENCHMARK
DIGITAL
MATURITY

COMPETITIVE

Disruptive approach to CX

Innovation directs the business

3SUSTAINED
PROGRESS

VISION
4 DRIVEN

Unified approach to CX/DCX

1

BEHIND
THE CURVE

GROWTHIMPERATIVES

6

GETTING
2 STARTED

Integrated with business strategy
Strategic andvalue-creating

Nascent innovation culture emerges

Omni-channel learning system
Prioritized for relationship-building

CX

Fragmented approach toCX

Innovation

Innovation is de-prioritized

Contributing to customer experience

Non-hierarchal; flexes tosupport
innovation

Channel/Path

Owned by functions andsiloed

Integrated measurement system

Change is theDNA

Content/Social

Inconsistent and non-strategic

Insight/Data

Disjointed measurement system

Policies &Governance

Disjointed, with digital as a line-item

People, Training &Ops

Change is rebuffed by leadership

Unified and driven bychange

Change agents get a seat at the table

Using our Digital Transformation diagnostic, we benchmark
your organization across the enterprise and help identify
where the best next step on the maturity continuum is and
what gaps and roadblocks exist to achieving it.
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“High Pain” & “High Gain”
digital change that creates true path
to value and growth

DEFINE
TRANSFORMATION
PRIORITIES

3

BUSINESS
DRIVERS

Digital sprintsto
remain competitive

“MUS
T
DO”

INNOVATIO
N
INCUBATION

Continuous digital
experimentation
and innovation
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CREATE
TRANSFORMATION
ROADMAP

4

REQUIRED DIGITAL CAPABILITIES
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

DIGITAL VISION

Brand Trust & Reputation

REQUIRED
DIGITAL CAPABILITIES
Online
Advertising&
Social
Search
Engagem
Engine
ent
Marketing

CORPORATE STRATEGY

LeadNurture
/Re-Nurture

BUSINES
S GOALS

Digital Organization
& Process Design
Fundamentally change our
customer, consumer, and
influencer relationships by
integrating digital
capabilities into who we
are and everything we do
as a strategic driver of
profitable revenue growth

Business
Intelligen
ce

Lead
Managem
ent &
Marketing
Automation

Data
Managem
ent
Platform

Digital
Content
Creation&
Curation

Digital Brand
Tracking

Digital Brand
Tracking

Sales
Pipeline
Managem
ent

Digital
Customer
Acquisiti
on

Customer &
Partner
Portal
Managem
ent

CRM/
Engagement

OmniChannel
Commer
ce

Digital Asset
Managem
ent

Digital
Transformatio
n Roadmap
A step-by-step, precision plan to
get to your digital future.

Technology Enablement
VOC
Insights

Open
Innovati
on
Platforms

Personaliz
ed
Experience

DataDriven
Interaction

Prototyping

Accelerated Innovation
Content
Distributi
on

Test & Learn

Seamle
ss
CrossPlatform

Scale XEnterpri
se

NEXT
12MO

1-2
YRS

3-5
YRS

Agile &
Adaptab
le

Customer Experience

DIGITAL
ROADMAP
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5

DEVELO
P
DIGITAL
SPRINTS

test with
consumers

create the MVPs

narrow to ideasthat
make most sense

ideate ways
to get there

decide what
you want todo
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DESIGN
TRANSFORMATION
GOVERNANCE

6

Centralized Model

Hybrid Model

DigitalStrategy

X

X

Brand Consistency

X

Ø

Project Selection

X

XØ

Ø

Funding Allocation

X

X

Ø

StaffingDetermination

X

XØ

Ø

KnowledgeSharing

X

X

XØ

Resources are predominantly in a
central team. Local teams work through
central for digital improvements,
marketing, common tools.

Dependent on specific needs,resources
may be in both central and local teams.
Central teams execute projects while
local teams focus on projects specific to
their geo or BU.

Resources are scattered across
countries with the individual markets
determining their needs and executing
on most of theimprovements.

LEGEND
X Centrally Controlled

Decentralized Model
Ø

Ø Market Controlled
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CRAFTCULTURAL
CHANGEPROGAM

7

“People” are the most
unpredictable pieces of
software in a digital
transformation effort.

Minimize risk by carefully
crafting change
management and
communications strategies.

Organizational insightsfrom
research.

COMMUNITY

Acore idea that builds
on all we know.

ORGANIZATIONAL
INSIGHTS

BIGIDEA

What vehicles will
communicate the
change?

What remarkable
content will we use?

SPONSORS

CHANGEEXPERIENCE

VEHICLES

CONTENT

Who are the target audiences
we will engage?

Which sponsors can
help andwhat role
can theyplay?

TRAINING

BEHAVIORCHANGE

What knowledge,
methods, tools, and
skills do we need to
teach?

What is the behavior change
we are trying to create?
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8

ESTABLISH
INNOVATION
PLAN

Discover theopportunity

INSIGHTS

Create and incubate ideas

PILOTS

Make it real and bring tomarket

OUTCOMES

IMMERSE

IDEATE

ITERATE

We immerse ourselves in business,
culture, and consumer realities

We envision the future and make
ideas using concepts, prototypes, and
platforms

Agile iteration based on internal
feedback, market-testing, betatesting

INTERROGATE

IGNITE

We pressure test ideas for feasibility,
viability, and sustainability

Make new brands/sub-brands,
design the go-to-marketapproach,
and create an engine for customer

KEYACTIVITIES
Envisioning with Interpreters, Brand
Strategy, Creative Conception,
Reimagining Product/Service,
Prototyping, Scenario Planning

KEYACTIVITIES
Agile Development, Product/Service
Design, Brand Development, Pipeline
Forecasting, Pricing & Operations
Impact, In-Market testing

INSPIRE
We mine for insights and use them to
frame new opportunities

KEYACTIVITIES
Trends, Insights, Customer
Targeting, Partner Identification,
Financial Analysis, Risk Mitigation,
Synthesis
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TECHNOLOGY SERVICES

Digital Transformation
Technology Services

Digital Maturity Path

STRATEGY
Audit/Assess
Turn Information
into Intelligence

PLAN

GROW

Design Pilots

Scale Rollouts

Activate for Transformation

Continuous Improvement

CONNECTED TECHNOLOGY
Data +Analytics +Business & IT Integration +Measurement & Reporting

Key Digital Technology & Delivery Services
Customer Care

IOT Integration

Mobile First Applications

e-Commerce Design & build

Web Experience Ecosystems

Marketing Automation

Enterprise Technology Solutions

Ogilvy Marketing Technology Center of Excellence (COE)
Capabilities and TechnologyPartners
MARKETING AUTOMATION

CRM/LOYALTY

ANALYTICS

AUDIENCEACQUISITION

CONTENT

OPTIMIZATION

e-Commerce & Omnichannel Capabilities

Strategy
•

•
•
•

•

•

e-Commerce
proposition
modeling

Demand
Generation
• Owned Media
•

Business plan
development

•

Sales
Forecasting
e-Commerce
ecosystem
Auditing

e-Retailer
operational
marketing
KPI &
benchmarking

Merchandisin
g &Marketing
•

Paid Media

Promotional
Calendar
Promotion
Design

Social
Commerce

•

•

Paid Search

•

•

e-Retailer
search
marketing

e-Shelf
merchandising

•

Promotional
Partnerships

•

Influencer

•

Ratings &
Reviews

•

CRM campaigns

•

•

Product, Pricing,
& Catalog
Management

CRM, loyalty

Content
•
•
•

•

e-Retailer
content
Brochure
website content

Consumer
Experience
•

Consumer
journey design

•

Shopper journey
mapping

Product/SKU
content
development

•

Omni-channel
asset
development

•

Shopper
behavior
profiling
In-Store
integrations

Application
Development
& Systems
Integration(SI)
•

•
•
•

Data Analytics&
Optimization
•

Performance
dashboard

•

Data modeling

•

Cart & Checkout
integrations

Performance
funnel
optimisation

•

Mobile
applications

•

e-Retailer
optimisation
A/B & MVT
Testing

Storefront
platform
implementation

D2C Commerce
platform
implementation

•

Performance
marketing team
operations &
logistics

WPP Digital Innovation, Design & Engineering Partner

“We create digital journeys that matter to millions of users.”
STRATEGY

SPECIALTY

FOUNDATION

FUTURE OF
ORGANIZATIONS

CONSULTING

UX DESIGN

MOBILE

CLOUDOPS

QUALITY
ENGINEERING

PRODUCT
ACCELERATION

PRODUCT
AUTOMATION

GAMING

BIG DATA

UI
ENGINEERING

SCALABLE
PLATFORMS

AGILE
DELIVERY

ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE

IOT

DIGITAL
CONTENT

CONTINUOUS
EVOLUTION

OUR PEOPLE

Digital Strategy
Digital TransformationConsulting
Technology Consulting

OGILVYREDIS
PARTOFTHE
BIGGESTDIGITAL
& TECH EXPERTS
NETWORK

Solutions Architects
Creative Technology
Experience Design
Data Strategy
Platform Integration Consulting (SI)
Digital Creative & Content
UX/UI
SW Development
Engineering
Marketing Technology
Data Analytics
Digital Media
Customer Experience Design
Customer EngagementPrograms
Innovation Consulting & Delivery
Mobile Solutions
ProjectManagement (PMO)

Digital Production

OUR WORK

DIGITALTRANSFORMATION

WHAT WE DO.

DIGITALEXPERIENCE

DIGITALINNOVATION

Digital Transformation
Transformation Roadmap

Building a
Digital
Business

Our Digital Transformation team
supported a major global chemicals
company in their 3 year journey to
become a digital business. The
project began with foundational work
to establish the role of digital in the
company and create a workable
governance model.
Subsequent phases focused on
improving the customer and enduser experience, digitally-enabling
core business process workflows,
and migrating legacy technology
platforms toward new, more robust
global standard.
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Digital Transformation
Marketing Technology & Automation

Defining
New
Marketing
Vision
through
Automation

We partnered with a major global Financial
Services organization to develop a future state
vision for marketing across their global B2B
business, leveraging digital technology and
automation.
We designed a target operating model and
implementation roadmap for a new Marketing
Automation platform, defining key
stakeholders and priority markets for their
new model.
To facilitate migration to the new Marketing
system, we created a rapid deployment plan
for pilot markets as proof of concept for the
new automated platform. In parallel, we have
designed and are deploying a change
management platform to ensure marketers
worldwide can use the system to better
manage the sales cycle and measure results.
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Digital Transformation: Social
Change Management +Capabilities
Development +Implementation

Creating a
Global
Social
Enterprise

Our challenge was to design the
enterprise social transformation
roadmap that would create a global,
social business infrastructure for a
Fortune 100 Pharma company. The
client’s goal was to move closer to
patients and caregivers while building
their brand’s reputation.
Our team designed listening newsroom
and social servicing capabilities, proofof-concept pilots, and built the
supporting technology backbone for
the enterprise social transformation.
We have embedded resources to
facilitate change management and
client education. Upcoming work with
the client will move the social business
capability from the corporate center to
geo markets and Business Units.

DIGITALTRANSFORMATION

WHAT WE DO.

DIGITALEXPERIENCE

DIGITALINNOVATION

Digital Experience
Loyalty

Mobile First
Hotel
Experience

In a world where all experience is
mobile, a global leader in hospitality
wanted to increase mobile bookings,
serve their brands’ most loyal guests,
and unify all nine brands and 1,100+
properties under a single mobile
experience.
We developed an app that delivered
customers a fully-integrated “find, book,
and earn rewards” capabilities. This
included personally and contextually
relevant content based on loyalty profile,
location, and other data, and a rich,
immersive discover and browse
experience. This app was launched with
Apple iOS7 as the platform partner.
Mobile revenue has grown more than
1,000% annually since launch.

Digital Experience
Mobile-first ExperienceDesign

Digital
Experience
for aNew
Business
Vision

With urban car ownership on the
decline, automotive leaders new vision is
to become not just a vehicle manufacturing
brand, but to create new business models
around mobility services.
Our Client’s goal is to become the “go-to”
owners mobile experience for journey planning
with a digital experience that makes the lives of
owners better while on the move. From vehicle
maintenance to health alerts, this mobile service
helps owners park in the city, cuts journey times
with real-time traffic updates, and makes multimodal travel effortless from train to bus to car.
Owner and Vehicle data through in-vehicle
connected devices delivers truly personalized
experiences and intelligently rewards use.
Four pilot markets are rapidly being expanded to
15 European markets.
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Digital Experience IoT
Digital Product + Data + Platforms

ANew
Digital
Brand
Experience

A leading sports equipment company
asked us to reimagine the future of
tennis as a transformative digital
experience. We applied the Internet of
Things (IoT) to a tennis racket,
developing a connected device that
demystified and democratized tennis
skills building.
We created the first digital tennis
racket accompanied by a mobile
application allowing players to
download and share their game (aka
Pulse) with Babolat Play community
members, including top tennis pro
players such as Rafael Nadal, or your
friends.
In the first month of the US launch all
rackets were sold out, 10,000 apps
downloaded, over 5,000,000 strokes
analyzed and 20,000 games played.
The product won a Gold Cannes
Innovation Lion.
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DIGITALTRANSFORMATION

WHAT WE DO.

DIGITALEXPERIENCE

DIGITALINNOVATION

Digital Innovation
Business Model Innovation +
Prototyping + PipelineDev

Designing a
New Digital
Business
Model

We have supported the long-term
Digital Transformation of a Business
Process Outsourcer, as they evolved
from providing “life and shift” labor
arbitrage to providing advanced digital
workflow solutions.
Initially the work focused on gaining
executive alignment to the need for
change and implementing the first
proof-of-concept pilots. The most
recent refresh of the strategy included
the integration of software robotics
into the company’s F&A service.
Migrating the business to digital BPO
recently turned around a 10-year
decline in the company’s revenue.

Digital Innovation
Business ModelCreation

Building a
Mobile
Business

A first-in-kind e-commerce category
platform and a proprietary mobile
commerce platform was the innovation
strategy charge from a global CPG
group to our team.
The work included development of
viable business models, designed and
build of a category e-commerce pilot
and the creation of a “cashless” B2B
supply chain for the client in key SubSaharan African markets. This
innovation work was the test bed for
later B2C expansion.
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Digital Innovation
Model Innovation + Digital Experience

The Mall of
Tomorrow

Shopping behavior has changed forever as
omni-channel, social, and mobile commerce
have wielded their influence on how, where,
when, and what shoppers buy and retailers
sell.
Our large technology client was asked by
several of the world’s largest retailers (Macy’s
and Bloomingdales) to work with them to
create a completely new shopping experience
at one of the premier malls in America,
Westfield in San Francisco. The key was to
build Artificial Intelligence into a digital
system that connected retailers and their
goods to individual customers and their
specific Christmas shopping lists, in real time.
Using AI, mobile kiosks, and the retailers
inventory systems, the Christmas shopper was
able to browse, select, and buy exactly what
they wanted just days before the holiday. The
two retailers reported an enormous sales lift
at this site during while this digital experience
was offered and are rolling it out to other
retail sites now.
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THANK YOU
For more information contact:
carla.hendra@ogilvy.com

